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INTRODUCTION

Feedback is an essential element of the learning
process.

Without it, it is virtually impossible to learn,

to adapt, or to advance.

Feedback about the effectiveness

of an individual's work behavior ha-s long been recognized as
essential to improving performance and for motivating
employees in organizations (Ilgen, Fisher, & Taylor, 1977).
Yet, in spite of the quantity of research and literature.
regarding the feedback process (Adams, 1968; Annett, 1969;
Bilodeau, 1966; Locke, Cartledge, and Koeppel, 1968;
Sassenrath, 1975), generalizations and studies about the
factors affecting supervisor's evaluations and the giving of
accurate and timely feedback in performance evaluations are
few.
If the purpose of the performance evaluation is to maximize organizational goal accomplishment, some feedback is
better than no feedback in performance settings (Latham
Wexley, 1981).

&

When the performance evaluation reveals a

discrepancy between the actual performance and the expected
performance, it is important that the information be fed
back to the evaluatee so that corrective actions may be made
and goals accomplished (Newman

&

Hinrichs, 1980).

Even when
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actual performance is in line with expected performance, it
is equally important to inform the evaluatee so that good
performance may be reinforced and encouraged for the future.
A feedback program properly constructed improves performance by identifying for the evaluatee areas that need
improvement as well as performance strengths (Feeney,
1972).

This is why performance appraisal systems, manage-

ment by objectives, and guidelines for job design all see
the need to provide employees with accurate and timely feedback about their job performance (Cook, 1968; Cummings

&

Schwab, 1973; Deci, 1971; Hackman & Oldman, 1976; Tosi &
Carroll, 1970).

Yet, much of the emphasis of these programs

is upon the administrative use of superiors' evaluation of
subordinates' performance.

The feedback function often is

treated as secondary and simply accompanies the administrative process (Ilgen & Knowlton, 1980).
The primary focus of the research on supervisor evaluations of performance has been upon techniques and methods of
appraisal.

Most of the work in performance appraisals, for

example, has concentrated upon the construction of reliable
and valid measures (Landy

&

Farr, 1980), while giving less

attention to how an individual evaluates another's performance and communicates the evaluation to the performer.
ever, in recent years, the focus has begun to shift.

HowThis

is due mainly to the extensive performance appraisal reviews
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conducted separately by Landy and Farr (1980) and Kane and
Lawler (1979), who similiarly concluded that few breakthroughs in the performance evaluation process were likely
if the emphasis remained mostly on techniques.

These

researchers felt that only by gaining further understanding
of the variables affecting appraisals and the communication
of timely and accurate performance-related information to
others were new advances in performance evaluation possible.
Such is the intent of the present study.

Providing Feedback
In the case of performance evaluation, feedback can be
defined as information about an employee regarding the appropriateness of past performance (Ilgen, Fisher, & Taylor,
1979).

This feedback provides some information about the

correctness, accuracy, or adequacy of the recipient's behavior (Bourne, 1966).

The value of feedback depends upon the

incremental increase in knowledge about performance over and
above the information already possessed by the individual
(Annett, 1969).
Feedback can also be described in terms of the functions it performs for the recipient.

Its functions are des-

cribed as either directional or motivational (Lock, Bryan,
Kendall, 1968; Meyer, Kay, & French, 1965; Payne & Hauty,

&
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1955).

Directional characteristics inform the recipient of

the behaviors that should be accomplished.

The directing

function of feedback serves to clarify an individuals' role
in the organization by making specific those behaviors that
should be performed (Ilgen, Taylor, & Fisher, 1977).
On the other hand, feedback serves a motivational function about outcomes associated with rewards (Wexley & Yukl,
1984).

If feedback increases motivation by acting as a

promise of future rewards, it functions as an incentive
(Annett, 1969).

It may also serve as a reward and/or pun-

ishment itself (as a secondary reinforcer), if, over time
the pairing of a given level of feedback with certain positive and/or negative outcomes leads the feedback to take on
reinforcing properties in and of itself (Annett, 1969).
One way that feedback provides both direction and moti,

.

vation in perf?rmance settings is when it is combined with
goal setting.

Goal setting theory states that to the extent

that if a person has both the knowledge and skill to do the
job, but is doing it in an unsatisfactory manner, feedback
should be provided.

This will allow the employee to learn

how well h·e or she is doing as well as specify what the
person should be doing (Latham & Wexley, 1981).

However,

goal setting's focus is on the setting of goals, not
feedback, and therefore its research is concentrated on the
goal-relevant aspect of feedback (Latham

&

Kinne, 1974;
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Latham & Locke, 1979; Latham & Yukl, 1975a, 1976; Locke,
1967, 1968; Locke, Cartledge,

&

Knerr, 1970).

To recapitulate, feedback is effective because it
clarifies exactly what is expected of an individual and can
motivate the employee to perform better (Latham & wexley,
1981).

In fact,

it is generally accepted that just in-

creases in the amount of feedback to employees leads to
their increased task motivation (Hackman & Oldham, 1976).
In terms of its psychological and behavioral effects and
benefits to employees feedback is good (Newman & Hinrichs,
1980).
Employees like regular feedback because it can help
their on-the-job performance (Meyer, Kay, & French, 1965;
Ilgen, Fisher,

&

Taylor, 1979).

Furthermore, as the popular

press reports, employees are witnessing a decrease in promotional opportunities and a reduction in opportunities in the
job market.

Consequently, employees concerned with self-

development in their organization need and want performance
feedback.

But, feedback to employees must be regular, or

the employee may attribute performance to luck.

He/she may

no longer see feedback as a valid reflection of ability, and
may lose the belief that he/she can do anything about
erratic performance (Ilgen, Fisher, & Taylor, 1977).

As a

consequence, without regular feedback an employee may lose
his/her sense of purpose, will to perform, satisfaction with
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the job, or interest in staying with an employer (Patten,
1982).
Even the government has realized the importance of providing feedback to employees.

Today, implicit in government

regulations and policies is the assumption that before involuntary termination can take place, employees should be
notified and informed of any changes in performance standards (Newman

&

Hinrichs, 1980).

Also, promotion denials and

transfer refusals should be accompanied by objective explanations on how the employee failed to meet company expectations (Smith, 1985).
Having established the role and importance of feedback
in performance settings it is equally important to consider
the place from which most feedback originates.

The Manager
While employees, organizations, and government value
and see the benefits of performance feedback, it is not
clear that managers value performance feedback.

In fact,

research has shown that many managers do not even like to
give feedback.

In what is now a classic study, Meyer, Kay

and French (1965) tested the effectiveness of their traditional performance appraisal program by surveying their company's managers.

They found that people generally thought

the idea of performance appraisal feedback was good.

The
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managers felt that a subordinate should know where he/she
stood and, therefore, the manager should discuss an appraisal of performance with the evaluatee periodically.

However,

in actual practice, the researchers found that it was the
rare manager who would employ such a program on his/her own
initiative.

It was reported that most managers carried out

performance appraisal feedback only when strong control procedures were established to ensure that they do so (Meyer,
Kay,

&

French, 1965).

These findings were surprising be-

cause the General Electric managers had been told repeatedly
that the evaluation system was intended to help the managers
obtain improved performance from their subordinates by giving feedback.
Nevertheless, employees often say the most valuable interpersonal source of feedback is their superior (Greller &
Herold, 1975).

This is because these are the individuals

who most often have observed the recipient's behavior, are
in a position to evaluate it and hold the power to reward
and punish the behavior.

However, there is some evidence

suggesting that superiors are often poor sources of performance feedback.
At times, "extraneous" or nonperformance factors inf luence evaluations (Denise & Stevens, 1981).

Past research

has identified a number of such factors, including the
ratee's race (DeJung

&

Kaplan, 1962; Hamner, Kim, Baird,

&
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Bigoness, 1976); the ratee's sex (Dipboye, Fromkin & Wiback,
1975; Rose

&

.Andiappan, 1978); the age and experience of the

ratee (Svetlik, Prien,

&

Barrett, 1964); contrasts with

fellow work group members (Grey & Kipnis, 1976; Ivancevich,
1983); the pattern of performance exhibited by a worker
(Denise & Stevens, 1981); and the extent to which rater and
ratee agree on how the job should be done (Barett, 1966).
So in spite of the fact that individuals observe the same
"objective" level of performance, they may see that performance and evaluate it in different ways.

As a result of

these biases which may effect attributions, we would expect
the nature and type of feedback to vary.
One of the main reasons managers are poor feedback
givers and do not like to give performance evaluation information to subordinates is having to give negative feedback
, .

information as well as positive.

Negative Feedback
In a series of studies, Tesser, Rosen, and their colleagues (Rosen & Tesser, 1970; Tesser, Rosen, & Batchelor,
1972; Tesser & Rosen, 1975; Tesser, Rosen,

&

Waranch, 1975)

documented a phenomenon which they labelled the MUM effect.
This acronym refers to the reluctance to communicate information that one would assume to be noxious for a potential
audience.

In the studies, subjects were placed in situ-
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ations where they had to decide to repeat a message to a
newly arrived stranger for whom the message was intended.
The experimental manipulation involved the alleged desirability (Good News) or undesirability (Bad News) of the
message to the recipient (Rosen

&

Tesser, 1970).

It was

observed that when subjects were given an unpleasant message
to transmit ("call home about some bad news"), they readily
transmitted the first part of the message (to call home) but
attempted to avoid communicating the unpleasant part (that
the caller would receive bad news)

(Tesser

&

Rosen, 1975).

This modification of th~ negative information could be considered positive or upward distortion.
However, the MUM studies dealt with the general communication process.

In regard to work-related settings, the

studies that show experimental evidence for supervisory distortion of performance evaluation information when it is fed
back to the employee are few and far between.

In one such

study, Stockford and Bissell (1949) looked at the performance ratings made by supervisors in an aircraft assembly
plant.

Two weeks after the quarterly evaluations, which had

always been kept secret from employees, supervisors were
asked to reevaluate their employees and conduct feedback
sessions with them.

The researchers found that the mean

rating on the evaluation for feedback purposes was significantly higher than the quarterly evaluation made just two
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weeks earlier.

Although it is likely that initially low

performance ratings were inflated more than good and
excellent performance ratings, the authors concluded that
all ratings were inflated for feedback purposes.
provides support for the theory

This

that performance evaluation

ratings used for feedback purposes may be inflated.
Twenty-eight years later, Fisher (1979) hypothesized
that when subordinate performance is poor, ratings made for
feedback purposes will be higher than ratings not made for
feedback purposes.

She found that ratings that were to be

fed back were significantly higher than ratings that were
not to be fed back when subordinate performance was poor.
However, it should be mentioned that this was a laboratory
experiment that utilized college students as subjects.

The

generalizability of the significant negative distortion
effect is questionable, as there are many differences
between this study and actual work organizations.

It also

merits mention that Fisher found no upward distortion of
positive feedback ratings.

This runs contrary to the pre-

vious research mentioned and the works of Ilgen, Fisher, and
Taylor (1979) and Glickman (1955) who found that in competitive reward-based settings there is usually a need to inflate fairly positive ratings.
The reluctance to transmit negative feedback may be
exhibited in other ways besides distortion.

Another way
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would be to delay giving feedback for as long as possible.
This is an important variable because if the feedback is to
be perceived as related to the behavior in question, the
feedback must be paired with the appropriate response
(Ilgen, Fisher,

&

Taylor, 1979).

Ammons (1956) found that

the longer the delay in the receipt of feedback the less the
effect of feedback on performance.

An exception to this

finding was stated by Bourne (1966) who concluded that if
the time period between the response and the feedback is not
filled with interfering activities, the delay of feedback
does not affect learning.
However, Bourne's conclusion focuses on the lack of
interfering activities/stimuli during the period between
performance and feedback.

In many or most work settings,

many activities may interfere with the connection between
the response and the feedback when feedback is delayed for
extensive periods of time.
In dealing with negative feedback, Tesser found that
unpleasant messages tended to be transmitted later than a
pleasant message (Tesser, Rosen, & Tesser, 1971).

In organ-

izational settings, the literature appears to be contradictory in its findings.

Gruenfeld and Weissenberg (1966) and

McGregor (1957) noted that superiors seemed to procrastinate
when required to conduct performance appraisal interviews.
Fisher (1979) in her work on negative performance feedback,
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hypothesized that when performance is low, feedback will be
given later than when performance is high.

In actuality,

she found that superiors gave feedback significantly sooner
when subordinate performance was poor than when it was good.
This was contrary to her hypothesis and the past research,
but was explained by the laboratory nature of the study and
the superiors' apparent ~esire to improve subordinates' performance during the short time span of this study.

However,

the situation may be different in actual organizations,
where the time limits for improvement in subordinate performance are much longer and less well-defined.
In addition to the distortion and delay of feedback,
another major area that can hinder the accuracy of the communicated performance evaluation is the attribution made by
the evaluator.

Green and Mitchell (1979) have developed a

model describing how supervisors attempt to ascertain the
causes of performance through an attributional analysis and
how these attributions affect feedback to subordinates.
Considerable work in social psychology prior to this model
had demonstrated that when people observe the performance of
others they attribute the causes of performance to various
factors (Weiner, Frieze, Kukla, Reed, Rest,
1972).

&

Rosenbaum,

This means that two people can see the same behavior

and interpret it in different ways.

As a result of these
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different attributions we would expect the nature and type
of feedback to vary (Ilgen & Knowlton, 1980).
The attributional model presented by Green and Mitchell
(1979) suggests two main links.

First, supervisors are pre-

sented with an incident of poor performance and they try to
figure out the cause of the poor performance.

This process

involves the sorting through of a variety of informational
cues and results in an attribution.

This attribution typic-

ally involves a judgment about whether something about the
subordinate was the cause (e.g., his or her personality,
ability, or effort) or whether the cause was external to the
subordinate (e.g., a difficult task, lack of support, insufficient information).

The second link in the model involves

the relationship between the assume cause (attribution) and
the supervisor's response.

That is, given that poor per-

formance has occurred and a specific attribution is made,
how does the leader respond to the subordinate (Mitchell &
Wood, 1980).
In a series of recent studies conducted by Mitchell and
others (Ilgen & Knowlton, 1980; Ilgen, Mitchell, &
Fredrickson, 1981; Mitchell & Wood, 1980; Wood & Mitchell,
1981) the attributional model of supervisor's responses to
poor performance has been tested.

The studies have looked

at such factors as the distinctiveness, consistency, and
consensus of the performance (Mitchell & Wood, 1980) the
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ability and effort of the performer (Ilgen

&

Knowlton, 1980)

degree of interdependence between performer and evaluatee
(Ilgen, Mitchell, & Fredrickson, 1981) consequences of performance (Mitchell & Wood, 1980) and rewards and punishment
(Wood

&

Mitchell, 1981).

The findings show that in general,

supervisors will see poor performance on the part of their
subordinates as more internally rather than externally
caused.

These internal attributions in turn, lead to more

personal related feedback, harsher punishments, and less
rewards (Wood & Mitchell, 1981).
Although all of the above-mentioned studies show that
superv.i sors attribute causality of poor performance to
subordinates, in most cases the external validity of the
findings is limited.

Two of the cited studies were labora-

tory in nature while the other two used nursing supervisors
as subjects.

The generalizability of college students and

nurses to other fields and organizations is questionable and
further replications in diverse settings are needed here.
Also, further research is needed to look at the effects of
other variables besides those mentioned in order to gain a
more thorough understanding of the interactive nature of the
diagnosis of causality and appraisal feedback.
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Purpose
The literature review has provided suggestions as to
how performance is attributed to the employee and why it may
be delayed or distorted.

The core of many of these reasons

seems to be that people anticipate that giving negative
feedback will be unpleasant because receiving it is unpleasant for the recipient (Tesser

&

Conlee, 1973).

In the

performance appraisal situation, superiors may expect the
process of giving negative feedback to be especially unpleasant due to the persistent tendency of subordinates to
overestimate their own performance level (Hanson, Morton, &
Rothans, 1963; Prier & Liske, 1962; Thornton, 1968}.
In examining the literature on negative performance, it
appears that many of the variables that can influence the
attributions made by the source of feedback, and the delay
and distortion of negative feedback have yet to be covered
fully, if at all.
ther research are:

Three of those variables that need furPositive compared to negative feedback;

emotionality of the recipient of the feedback; and the past

work history of the recipient.
The research on performance feedback has frequently
failed to compare the feedback concerning positive performance with negative performance in actual work-oriented
settings.

Thus, many findings may point to supervisor

responses to feedback and not to supervisor responses to
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negative feedback.

Therefore, it is predicted that when

subordinate performance is bad, feedback will be given
later, distorted more and will be attributed more to the
individual than when subordinate performance is good.
Another variable that has not been investigated much
but may play a strong role in the distortion and delay of
feedback is the emotionality of the evaluatee.

Meyer, Kay,

and French (1965) found that the more criticism an employee
received in the performance appraisal discussion, the more
emotional (defensive) was the reaction.

In another study,

King (1972) looked to see how prior knowledge of recipient·
emotionality would affect the feedback process.

In a non-

work setting, participants had to communicate good _o r bad
news to an emotional or calm person.

As anticipated, good

news was transmitted more frequently than was bad news.
The emotionality manipulation, however, had no significant
effect, either alone or, more importantly, in interaction
with news direction (Tesser

&

Conlee, 1973).

In a study utilizing a laboratory setting, the hypothesis that bad news is transmitted more frequently when the
recipient is expected to react calmly then when he is expected to react emotionally was tested (Tesser
This hypothesis was supported.

&

Conlee, 1973).

However, the assumption that

bad news recipients are expected to react more emotionally
than good news recipients could not be directly tested in
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this study since there was no good news condition (Tesser &
Conlee, 1973).
Due to the conflicting research results, lack of
studies that are set in work settings and lack of positive
feedback conditions, it is appropriate to investigate the
affects of employee emotionality on the performance evaluation feedback process.

Hypothesis 2 stated that when the

subordinate is emotional, feedback will be distorted more,
delayed longer and attributed more to the individual than
when the employee is calm.
The third variable that will be investigated in the
present study will be past work history.

The supervisor in

real work settings continuously gathers information in order
to reduce ambiguity regarding any one incident of performance (Wood

&

Mitchell, 1981).

This would lead one to expect

that incident-specific information will be greatly affected
in the attributional process by the level of historical
information provided.

Therefore, the more information a

manager has about a subordinate the better will be his/her
ability to evaluate the present performance accurately and
place it in context.

Yet, very few of the past studies

include background information and consequently the generalization of their findings to the real-world can be
questioned.

The last hypothesis will then be that when a
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subordinate's past performance is inconsistent with present
performance, feedback will be delayed longer, distorted
more, and attributed less to the individual than when
performance is consistent.

METHOD

Design Overview
In this experiment, supervisors read scenarios describing a subordinate and a particular instance of performance.
Following each scenario, the participant was required to
fill out information regarding the feedback he would provide
the subordinate described in the scenario.

The basic exper-

imental design was a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial with two levels of
performance, emotion, and past work history.

The two per-

formance levels (good performance vs. bad performance) and
emotion levels (emotional vs. calm) were completely crossed
factors (within-subjects).

Good work history vs. bad work

history was a between-subjects factor.

Table 1 gives an

illustration of this design.

Subjects
Participants in the study were fifty-four supervisors
in a municipal fire department with an average of 14-16
years of experience.

All of the subjects at the time of the

experiment had on the average 4-5 subordinates for whom they
had direct feedback responsibilities.
male and participated voluntarily.
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The subjects were all

Males were used
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TABLE l

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH DESIGN

Good Past
Work History

Bad Past
Work History

Good
Bad
Good
Bad
Present
Present
Present
Present
Performance Performance Performance Performance
Emotional
Reaction
to
Feedback
Calm
Reaction
to
Feedback
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exclusively to avoid sex of rater X sex of ratee interactions that have been observed in past research (e.g.,
Bigoness, 1976).

All participants were allowed to drop out

of the experiment at any time throughout the procedure.
Subjects were assigned randomly to the two experimental
conditions.

There were 28 subjects in the good past history

condition and 26 subjects in the bad past history group.
The distribution of the two groups was found to be equivalent by analysis of the demographic questions.

For example,

the good work history condition consisted of 21 lieutenants
and 7 subjects who were captain level or above while the bad
work history condition was made up of 20 lieutenants and 6
participants who were captain level or above.

Procedure
Tqe experimental materials were presented in the form of
a performance feedback questionnaire.
contained the following:

Each questionnaire

consent form, instructions, demo-

graphic items, and four scenarios with the same set of
questions attached to each scenarios* (See Appendices A and
*In addition a brief second questionnaire was administered
to gather information on the fire department's performance
appraisal system. This was not part of the present
study and will not be discussed in any detail.
See
Appendices C for summary statistics.
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B for complete questionnaires).

The scenarios described a

situation of either good or bad present performance by
either a fireman or engineer.

The situations were followed

by an additional information section which described the
past work history and emotionality of the person described
in the situation.

Including an introductory paragraph, each

scenario consisted of three paragraphs.
The performance situations were arrived at through a
series of group meetings with a member of the city personnel
department, training representatives from the fire department and a sample of job incumbents.

The purpose of these

meetings was to ensure that the situations met the standards
and requirements of the city fire department while simultaneously assuring that they were fictitious.

As an end result

of these meetings four performance situationswere agreed
upon by the subject matter experts for use in the study.
Two of the situations described good performance and the
other two situations described poor performance.
There were two versions of the additional information
section for each situation to allow manipulation of the independent variables.
ferent scenarios.

This resulted in a total of eight dif-

From the subjects' perspective however,

the manipulations were completely unobtrusive, since each
subject received only one version of each situation.
order in which scenarios were presented and the

The
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manipulations included within each scenario were randomly
varied across subjects, with past work history being the
between groups factor.

This was done to minimize possible

confounding of results due to order or nature of scenarios.
The fire department personnel used as subjects in the
study work on three alternating 24 hour shifts.
ly, data was collected on three consecutive days.

ConsequentAdminis-

tration of the questionnaire was the same for each session
and began with an orientation which described the purpose of
the study.

This was followed by the reviewing of the in-

structions with the subjects to assure comprehension.

Next,

to maintain that the information collected was confidential,
consent forms were signed and collected separate from the
rest of questionnaire.

The subjects were then asked to be-

gin by assuming the role of a supervisor in a fictitious
fire department and to evaluate and respond to four scenarios involving direct subordinates.

Each session lasted

approximately forty minutes, although there was no time
limit for the completion of the questionnaire.

Manipulations
The independent variables of interest were as follows:
1.

Subordinate performance (good vs. bad).

Each situa-

tion depicted one of the two levels of subordinate
performance.

Of the four scenarios that
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participants randomly received, two had situations
that represented good performance and two contained
situations that exhibited poor performance.

The two

levels of performance were chosen to fall halfway
between outstanding and satisfactory or terrible and
satisfactory performance as defined by the standards
established in consultation with subject matter
experts.

This allowed ample room for upward and

downward distortion of ratings at both levels of
subordinate performance.

2.

Subordinate emotionality (emotional vs. calm).

The

two levels of subordinate emotionality were manipu- ·
lated through the use of the additional information
section.

For the calm factor the subordinate was

described as a person who reacts to performance
feedback in a receptive and calm fashion.

In the

emotional condition the subordinate was described as
being less able to handle performance feedback and
had let it affect completion of past feedback sessions.

These two factors of emotionality were used

for both good and bad performance.

Also, as with

performance level, of the four scenarios that participants received, two described a calm subordinate
and two reflected an emotional subordinate.
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3.

Past work history (good vs. bad).

This was the

between group factor and each participant randomly
received a questionnaire with scenarios having a
good past history or a bad past history.

As with

emotionality, this variable was manipulated in the
additional information section which followed the
situation.

The subordinate with bad past history

was described as being a satisfactory performer with
·sporadic incidents of poor performance.

The subor-

dinate with a good past history was described as being a good performer_ whose work has generally been
error free.

Measures
As mentioned earlier the same questionnaire was attached
,

.

to each of the four scenarios read by subj~cts.

The items

in the questionnaire included manipulation checks, questions
about the delay and distortion of the feedback and items
pertaining to the attributions made by the subject.

Each of

these variables will be discussed in turn.

Manipulation Checks
The manipulation checks were designed to measure the
accuracy of the independent variables.

In addition, one

question checked the similarity of the seriousness of each
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situation.

This manipulation check asked,

"How serious do

you feel the situation described in the scenario was?"
Responses were made on a "not at all serious" to "extremely
serious" five-point scale.
There were two questions designed to look at the good
vs. bad performance variable.

The first of these two ques-

tions, measured on a five-point terrible-to-outstanding performer scale, asked, "To what extent do you feel the
subordinate was a good performer in the situation?"

The

second performance measure asked, "What performance recommendations would you give the subordinate?"
The second completely crossed independent variable in
this study was emotionality.

"What type of emotional re-

action to the feedback pertaining to this scenario do you
expect from the subordinate?" was rated on a five-point
"well below average" to "well above average" scale.

A

second emotionality measure asked the supervisors to describe how they think their subordinates will feel about and
will respond to the feedback about to be given.
tapped using a 10-item adjective checklist.

This was

Five adjective

represented an unfavorable response to feedback and five
represented a favorable response to feedback.
The between subject variable and the last manipulation
check was past work history.

Here supervisors were asked
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to rate the fireman's past performance record.

Once again,

a five-point scale was used.

Distortion
Distortion was addressed by two questions.

The first

distortion measure presented to the subject five variations
of feedback that could be given to the subordinate in the
scenario.

Each variation differed in its level of perfor-

mance and the supervisors had to choose the one variation
they felt was most appropriate.

The second distortion

question asked participants to rate a list of actions in
relation to the just described scenario.

Here eight actions

which varied from "Recommend termination"

to "Recommend

promotion" were each ranked on a five-point "very
appropriate" to "very inappropriate" scale.

Delay
The second dependent measure in this study was delay of
feedback.

"When would you provide feedback on this situa-

tion to the subordinate?" was responded to by picking a time
in a two week work period.

A second question that dealt

with the delay of feedback asked participants to decide on
the need to provide feedback.

Here a five-point scale which

varied from "not needed" to "urgent" was used.
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Attribution
The final measure of this study addressed the attribution for the scenario result.

Here supervisors were asked

to mark on a five-point scale the extent the subordinate was
responsible for his performance.

A second causality

question asked, "In general, how important do you feel the
subordinate's personal characteristics (such as ability,
attitudes, mood, and so on) were as possible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?"

This too was measured on a five-

point scale.

Appendices A and B provide sample questionnaires.

RESULTS

As previously mentioned in the method section, a panel
of subject matter experts met to determine four examples of
performance that were equal in seriousness.

In addition the

subjects were asked to determine the seriousness of situations described in each scenario.

A one-way Analysis of

Variance of subject's responses to this question showed a
significant difference [F(3,212) = 14.45, p<.001]

in the

seriousness of the situations used in the scenarios.

As

recommended by Keppel (1982), a pair-wise comparison was
done using the Tukey procedure to explain these differences.

This analysis revealed that the situation involving

a firefighter finding two small children hiding in a closet
during a fire was rated significantly more serious then the
other three situations used in the study.

Furthermore, the

situation involving the rolling up of a fire hose was significantly less serious then the situations involving low fuel
and a volunteer search.
ings.

Table 2 illustrates these find-

While explanations for these findings will be offered

in the discussion section, it should be noted that all additional analyses treated differences in the seriousness of
the situations as a covariate to correct for seriousness.
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TABLE 2

TUKEY PROCEDURE TO COMPARE DIFFERENCES IN
SERIOUSNESS OF SITUATIONS

MEAN

GROUP

UNROLLED
HOSE

2.33

Unrolled
hose

2.98

Low Fuel

*

3.17

Volunteer
Search

*

Children
in closet

*

3.80

LOW FUEL

*

VOLUNTEER CHILDREN
SEARCH
IN CLOSET

*

* Denotes significant difference in seriousness of situations.
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Manipulation Checks
As a manipulation check, responses to questionnaire
items 2 and 3 were examined to correctly identify the extent
subjects felt the subordinate in the scenario was a good
performer and the subjects recommendation based on that performance.

A Multiple Analysis of Variance was run using

questions 2 and 3 as dependent variables and present performance, work history, and emotionality as independent
variables.

Also questionnaire item 1 (seriousness) as pre-

viously mentioned was used as a covariate.

As predicted,

this analysis showed a significant main effect for present
performance [F(2,206) = 268.82, p<.001].

When the univari-

ate analysis was examined this· significant effect is
explained because both questions 2 [F(l,207) = 496.20,
p<.001] and 3 [F(l,207) = 308.42, p<.001] are significant
for present performance.

Subjects rated subordinates with

good present performance higher (X=4.33, X=3.88 respectively) then bad present performance (X=2.18, X=2.21).

In addi-

tion to the significant effects for present performance,
there were significant interactions for present performance
with work history [F(2,206) = 7.64, p<.001] and present performance with emotionality [F(2,206) = 3.92, p<.05].

The

significant interaction between present performance and work
history is a result of both question 2 [F(l,207) = 10.56,
p<.001] and question 3 [F(l,207) = 12.92, p<.001].

For both
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questions, good present performance and bad work history
(x=3.33, x=3.06) was rated higher than bad present performance and good work history (X=3.18, X=3.03).

To understand

the significant interaction effect between present performance and emotionality a univariate analysis was performed.
Item 2, "the extent the subordinate was a good performer in
the scenario" was shown to be significant [F(l,207)=7.39,
p<.05].

Subjects rated higher those subordinates whose per-

formances were good and who remained unemotional (X=4.25),
as opposed to, those subordinates whose performances were
bad and who were emotional during feedback (X=l.97).
MANOCOVA revealed no other significant interactions or

The
main

effects for questions 2 and 3.
For a manipulation check for work history, question 6
asked "how would you rate the subordinates past performance
record?"

The results of a three-way ANOVA with a covariate

showed a significant. main effect for work history [F(l,207)
=100.33, p<.001].

Subjects perceived subordinates with a

good work history (X=3.73) as being better than those with a
bad past work history (X=2.97).

In addition, there was a

significant effect for emotionality [F,(1,207)=9.49,
p<.005].

Persons who were emotional in the past were viewed

as having a poorer performance record (X=3.23) than those
who were not emotional (X=3.50).

No other significant

effects were found for past work history.
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The last manipulation check was for emotionality.

Sub-

jects were asked "what type of emotional reaction to the
feedback pertaining to this scenario do you expect from the
subordinates?"

In addition, a second question asked sub-

jects to describe how they feel the subordinate will feel
about the feedback by circling one word from five adjective
pairs.

This second emotionality question had to be thrown

out due to response errors by a large percentage of the subjects.

A three-way Analysis of Variance with the covariate

question 1 on the first emotionality question revealed no
signif~cant effects.

Due to wording interpretations the use

of this question as a manipulation check is debatable and
will be discussed further in the discussion section.

How-

ever, there was a significant effect for the interaction of
present performance with emotionality (F(l,206) = 9.62,
p<.005].

Good present performance and no emotional reaction

to feedback was rated higher (X=3.68) than bad present
performance and an emotional reaction to feedback (X=2.62).
No other significant effects were found for the emotionality
manipulation check.

Measures
The independent variables were measured in six questions.

One of these questions (items 8-16 in Appendices A

and B)

required rescoring to arrive at a single score.
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The procedure used was to weigh each of nine responses.

For

example, the first possible response "Recommends Termination" was multiplied by 1, while the last possible response
"Recommends Promotion" was multiplied by nine.

These new

numbers were then totaled to arrive at one total score.

The

higher the score the more positive the action taken.
To determine the effects of the independent variables, a
Multiple Analysis of Variance (SPSSX) with the covariate
question 1 (MANOCOVA) was run on the dependent variables
(distortion, delay, and causality).

Items 7, 8-16, 17, 18,

19 and 20 on the feedback questionnaire measured the dependent variables and will be discussed in turn.
There were no significant effects for the three-way interaction of the independent variables.

Furthermore, the

interaction between work history and emotionality was not
significant.

However, there were significant interactions

between present performance with work history [F(l6,200)=
3.79, p<.001] and present performance with emotionality
[F(6,200)=4.21, p<.001].

Table 3 presents a summary of the

MANOCOVA Multivariate Tests of Significance.
Looking at the significant interaction of present performance and work history it is observed from the univariate
analysis that three items explain this effect.

Item 7

[F(l,205)=5.15, p<.05], item 17 [F(l,205)=4.30, p<.05] and

TABLE 3
MANOCOVA
MULTIVARIATE TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

Test Na.ma

Value

Approx. F

Hypoth. D.F.

Error D.F.

Sig. of F

PP by E by WH

Hotellings

.01784

.594

6.00

200.00

.735

Eby WH

Hotellings

.01807

.602

6.00

200.00

• 728

pp by WH

Hotellings

.11357

3.786

6.00

200.00

.001*

pp by E

Hotellings

.12362

4.121

6.00

200.00

.001*

WH

Hotellings

.17667

5.889

6.00

200.00

.000*

E

Hotellings

.04944

1.648

6.00

200.00

.136

pp

Hotellings

88.422

6.00

200.00

.000*

2.653

Legend
*Denotes significant effect at p<.001
PP - Present Performance
E - Errotionality
WH - Work History
w
U1
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item 20 [F(l,205) = 3.87, p<.05), all have significant
F-test values for this interaction.

For items 7 and 17,

good present performance (X=4.24, X=l.57, respectively) and
good work history (X=3.29, X=l.43) were rated higher than
bad present performance (X=2.28, X=l.20) and bad work
history (X=3.27, X=l.34).

However, for question 20, good

present performance (X=3.89) and bad work history (X=3.91)
were rated higher than bad present performance (X=3.41) and
good work history (X=3.39).

Table 4 shows an illustration

of the univariate analysis.
To understand the interaction of present performance and
emotionality, one can again examine the univariate F-tests •
. This analysis shows significant main effects for item 7
which mesures distortion [F(l,205) = 7.34, p<.01) and item
20 which measures causality [F(l,205) = 10.05, p<.005).

In

addition, question 17 (delay) approaches significance.
These are the same three dependent variables that account_
for the interaction of present performance with work
history.

For each of these items good present performance

and good emotion scenarios are rated higher then scenarios
which present performance and emotion negatively.
In addition to the interactions of present performance
with work history and present performance with emotionality,
there was also a significant main effect for present performance [F(6,200)=88.42, p<.001).

Subjects rated subordinates
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TABLE 4
PRESENT PERFORMANCE BY WORK HISTORY
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS
QUESTION 7
pp
5

WH

4

WH
pp

3
2

1

Bad

Good
QUESTION 17
5

4
3

PP

WP
WH

2

PP

1

Bad

Good
QUESTION 20
5

pp

WH

4

WH

PP

3
2

1

Good

Bad
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with good present performance (X=l4.88) as higher than those
with bad present performance (X=l3.44).

Looking at the uni-

variate analysis for present performance, distortion (items
7, 8-16), delay (item 17), and causality (items 19, 20), all
were rated higher for good present performance (X=4.24,
60.71; 1.57; and 3.89, respectively) than for bad present
performance (X=2.28, 56.07; 1.20; and 3.41, respectively).
However, item 18, which deals with the need to provide feedback was rated higher for bad present performance
than good present performance

(X=4.25)

(X=3.97).

The work history variable also showed a significant effect on the dependent variables [F(6,200) = 5.89, p<.001].
Good work history subordinates were rated as having less of
a need to get feedback (X=3.97), as being less responsible
for their performance, (X=4.35) and bad performance attributed less to personal characteristics (X=3.39).

On the

other hand, those subordinates with a bad past history were
rated as needing feedback sooner (X=4.24), as being more
responsible (X=4.57) and had performance attributed more to
personal characteristics (X=3.91).

Furthermore, those sub-

ordinates with a good past history were rated much more
favorably (X=96.58) then those subordinates with a bad past
history (X=20.20).
For the independent variable emotionality there was no
overall significant main effect.

However, the univariate
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Analysis of Variance determined that there was a significant
effect for item 7 (distortion) and item 17 (delay).

Per-

formance was rated higher for those subordinates who did not
react emotionally to feedback (X=3.37, X=l.50) than those
who did react emotionally (X=3.14, X=l.27).
No other significant effects were found for the MANOCOVA
of the dependent variables.

Hypotheses
To summarize these results in regard to the three hypotheses one finds mixed support for the predictions.
first hypothesis concerned present performance.

The

It was

expected that when subordinate performance was bad, feedback
would be given later, distorted more and would be attributed
more to the individual than when subordinate performance was
good.

The results of the MANOCOVA shows that when perform-

ance is bad, feedback is given sooner (X=l.47) than when
performance is good (X=l.B).
not distorted.

In addition, this feedback is

However, causality of the present perform-

ance is attributed more to the subordinate when performance
is bad (X=3.54) as opposed to good performance (X=3.26).
Hypothesis 2 stated that when the subordinate is emotional,
feedback will be distorted more, delayed longer and attributed more to the individual then when the employee is
calm.

The results here are questionable due to the lack of

a significant main effect on the emotionality manipulation
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check.

It was found that the delay of feedback provided

conflicting results for the independent variable of emotion.

The need to provide feedback was seen as less urgent

for emotional subordinates (x=l.91) compared to calm subordinates (X=l.88), however, subjects responded that they
would provide feedback sooner to emotional (X=l.27) than
calm (X=l.50) subordinates.

In addition, emotional subor-

dinates' performance was rated as being due less to personal
characteristics (X=3.61) than calm subordinates (X=3.69).
Furthermore, these subordinates were rated as more responsible (X=4.47) for their performance than calm recipients of
performance feedback (X=4.45).

There was no distortion ef- .

feet.
Finally, it was hypothesized that when subordinate's
past performance is inconsistent with present performance,
feedback will be delayed longer, distorted more, and attributed less to the individual then when performance is consistent.

The results of the MANOCOVA in relation to this

hypothesis found that participants rated that they would
give feedback sooner (X=2.68) when present performance was
inconsistent with past performance than when it was consistent (X=2.82).

In addition, the subordinate whose present

performance was inconsistent with past performance would be
seen as less responsible (X=3.95) than consistent performers
(X=4.ll).

Again, there was no distortion in the feedback

given for each group.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present study was to investigate
three of the factors that may affect a supervisor's evaluation and feedback of performance information.
the findings follows.

A summary of

First, in their evaluation of the in-

dependent variables, subjects responded that they would give
feedback sooner when present performance was bad, when the
subordinate was emotional or when present performance was
inconsistent with past performance.

Second, feedback infor-

mation was rated as not being distorted more for bad behavior on the independent variable then good behavior.
Third, causality of performance was attributed more to the
subordinate when present performance was bad, the subordinate was emotional and when the performance described in the
situation was inconsistent with past performance.

In the

discussion that follows, the manipulation checks will be
discussed first, followed by possible explanations for
results, limitations of the research, and future implications of the results for further understanding and research
of performance feedback.
The first manipulation check was on the seriousness of
the four situations used in the study.

Subject matter ex-

perts had selected the situations for their equality but
participants in the study disagreed on the equality of the
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situations.

There are two possible explanations for this

finding. · First, subjects may have had trouble disregarding
performance level (good or bad) in their rating on the seriousness of the situation.

The two good situations were

rated significantly higher (X=3.55) than the two bad situations (X=2.66).

Second, the subject matter experts may have

rated performance as it should be while the subjects with
anonymity assured may have rated seriousness as it is considered on-the-line.

As a result of this discrepancy, ser-

iousness of the situations was used as a covariate for all
other analysis.
Present performance was measured by two items on the
questionnaire and as expected there was a significant main
effect.

However, a MANOCOVA revealed that present perfor-

mance had a significagt interaction effect with work history
and a significant interaction effect between present performance and emotionality.

Work history

also had a signifi-

cant main effect on its manipulation check.

In addition, it

also had a significant interaction with emotionality.

The

manipulation check for emotionality did not show a significant effect although there was a significant interaction
effect between emotionality and present performance.

The

finding of interactions on all three manipulation checks indicates that subjects had trouble separating these variables
from one another.

Also, emotionality and work history were
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addressed with only one question and consequently, the reliability of these results could be a potential problem.

The

emotionality manipulation check did not find a significant
main effect.

This can be explained in part by the wording

of the question which emphasizes how the subject would expect the subordinate to react to his feedback.

The question

should have asked the subject to respond based on the subordinate's past emotional record.

The wording of questions

may be accountable for some of the interactions found on all
of the manipulation checks.

Overall, present performance

was the most salient independent variable used in the
study.

Most of the significant results were affected by

present performance.

This could be a problem of the scen-

ario structure where present performance was described in
one paragraph while emotionality and work history were combined into a second paragraph.
The delay of feedback was predicted in the three hypotheses to be greater when performance is bad, when the subordinate is emotional or when performance is inconsistent
with work history.

In fact, it was found that feedback was

given sooner when any of the independent variables were
negative.

This unexpected result coincides with the find-

ings of Fisher (1979) and might be explained by supervisors
of subordinates with bad performance, bad emotions, or inconsistent work history, feeling that if they give feedback
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sooner, their subordinates will have more time to improve
and will be better able to associate the bad behavior with
the feedback.

Furthermore, this finding may be quite dif-

ferent in actual organizations where other variables may affect the giving of feedback, the time limits for feedback
are much less well-defined, and the actual behavior may be
different.
With respect to distortion of feedback to bad performance, emotional subordinates, and inconsistent work history,
the results show no significant effects.

This is most like-

ly a result of one of the two distortion questions having to
be recoded which eliminated some of the discrimination.

If

in fact there was no distortion of feedback, this result
would be in agreement with feedback theory which states that
subordinates need accurate feedback in order to change and
correct past mistakes.
Looking at responsibility for performance, as predicted,
it was found that causality is attributed more to bad performance, emotional subordinates, and inconsistent work history.

One possible explanation for this finding is that re-

sponses were made partly as a function of whether behavior
is good or bad.

When behavior is bad or stands out from

past behavior the subjects give more responsibility for results to the subordinate.
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In summary, the hypotheses were partially supported in
the present experiment.

Feedback was given sooner when pre-

sent performance was bad, there was no distortion to that
feedback and performance was attributed more to the individual.

For subordinates who react emotionally to feedback,

feedback is given sooner, is not distorted, and the subordinate is considered more responsible for the performance.
Lastly, when present performance is inconsistent with past
work history, feedback is given sooner, is not distorted,
and the subordinate is considered less responsible for performance.
It is important to discuss some of the limitations of
the research itself.

For example, this researcher recog-

nizes that responses in the context of this study represent
behavioral intentions and not actual behavior and, therefore, the results found may not reflect what would happen
on-the-job.

A related problem is the use of incidents and

additional information sections as stimulus materials.

One

could argue about the generalizability of such stimuli to
real-world settings and whether people can realistically
assess how they would act.

A third issue for discussion

focuses on the fact that the scenarios presented as stimulus
materials in the study were extremes and unambiguous.

The

independent variables of present performance, work history,
and emotionality were either good or bad.

Practicing
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managers are seldom presented with such clear-cut cues.

A

related problem is the nature of supervisor's reaction to
performance.

Here conditions of continued interaction over

long periods of time and frequent face-to-face interactions
between supervisor and subordinate were lacking in the present design.

The strong effects of present performance on

the measuers may be diluted somewhat when other salient cues
are available to the subjects.

This is in accordance to the

person-perception literature (Hamilton, 1979) which clearly
shows that stereotypical responses descrease with greater
amounts of specific information about the subordinate.

The

type of organization used in this study may also present a
limitation to the research.

Five personnel are very para-

military in this approach and philosophy and as a result may
only react to negative performance.

Finally, the homogene~

ity of research sample in terms of sex (all males), occupation (all fire department supervisors), and organizations
(all were from same city fire department), places definite
limitation on the ability to generalize about these results.
In conclusion, this author ·feels that, even with the
above limitations, there are some important practical implications of this research.

The results partially support the

hypotheses and provide a starting point for future research.

The exact extent to which this or any other re-

search can be generalized depends on further replications.
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Future studies should change the emphasis of the variables
presented in the scenarios to see if that changes any of the
results.

In addition, future studies could be run in di-

verse settings with different performance standards and different populations.

Furthermore, different methodologies

should be used in future studies to alleviate some of the
constraints of written scenarios.

Finally, there are many

other dependent variables that can be looked at in regards
to performance feedback.

Only by more investigation and

research can we develop a more thorough understanding of
performance evaluation and feedback.

APPENDIX A

ORLANDO FIRE DEPARTMENT
PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE
FORM A*

*For explanatory purposes the scenarios and questionnaire items
~re labelled. Please note that participants were not given this
information.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Your input is needed to evaluate the performance appraisal
process in the following two-par~ questionnaire.
Part one of the questionnaire consists of four scenarios
with the same set of questions attached to each scenario.
The scenarios deal with a fire incident involving a direct
subordinate whose performance you must evaluate.

The ques-

tions following each scenario deal with your evaluation of
performance and how you would give feedback to the subordinate.

Unless otherwise explained, the directions are to

mark the box on a five-point rating scale that corresponds
closest to your response.
Part two of the questionnaire asks for your opinions on the
performance evaluation and feedback process in general.
Here again, unless otherwise noted, you are to mark the box
that most closely responds to your answer for each question.
Before beginning please complete the consent form on the
next page.
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CONSENT FORM

I, _____________________ , volunteer to participate in a study which looks at the effects of individuals
and their performance on the feedback process currently being
conducted by Gerald Schoenfeld, masters candidate in Industrial/Organizational Psychology at the University of Central
Florida, Orlando, FL.

I understand that, this information will be used in part to
provide needed background information and quantitative supported for the performance appraisal training currently being
formulated by the Orlando Fire Department.

I further consent

to the use my results in any publication of the study under
the assurance that my test scores will remain both anonymous
and confidential.

I understand that my participation is

purely voluntary and if I choose to participate I realize
that I may terminate my participation at any time without
prejudice or penalty.

Date

Signature
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DEM:>GRAPHICS

Please check the box that matches yoor response.
A.

B.

c.

What is your current position?
1.

Deputy Chief

2.

Assistant Chief

3.

Captain

4.

Lieutenant

□
□
□
□

Which range of t irre best represents your overall length of service
with this corrpany?
1.

0 - 3 years

2.

4

3.

7 - 10 years

4.

11 - 13 years

s.

14 - 16 years

6.

17 - 20 years

7.

21 - 24 years

8.

25 or nore years

6 years

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Which range of ti.Ire best represents yoor length of service in
yoor current position?
1.

0 - 11 :rronths

2.

1 - 3 years

3.

4 - 6 years

4.

7 - 10 years

s.

11 or nore years

□
□
□
□
□
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Derrographics - Continued

D.

E.

HCM many direct subordinate's performance evaluations are yoo responsible
for conducting?

1.

0 - 1 evaluations

2.

2 - 3 evaluations

3.

4 - 5 evaluations

4.

6 - 7

evaluations

s.

8 - 9

evaluations

6.

10 or rrore evaluations

□
□
□
0
□
□

Which division are yoo currently assigned to?
1.

A Shift

2.

B Shift

3.

C Shift

□

□

□
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SCENARIO
negative present performance; negative work history;
positive emotionality

The following situation is one that has occurred in
your company and Engineer Frank Reynolds, the person mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.
As the supervisor of
Reynolds you are asked to evaluate and respond to the
scenario after reading the situation and the additional information provided.

SITUATION

While on shift, Engineer Frank Reynolds participated in
a large working fire.

After his extended call the equipment

was checked and everything was in proper condition.

How-

ever, the Engineer on the next shift, Richard Phillips, upon
inspection discovered that the pumper had only a 1/4 tank of
fuel in it.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Engineer Frank Reynolds has been in his present position for five years and this is the second time in the last
15 months that he has left his shift without the proper fuel
level in his pumper.

Overall, Reynolds' performance record

shows that he has been a satisfactory performer with sporadic incidents of poor performance.

In the past, when pro-

vided with performance feedback he has been receptive and
calm in reaction to the performance information.
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tl!JESTICNWRE
In regards to the just read scenario, please conplete the following questionnaire.
Please check the box that matches your response. Oleck one box only unless ot.hen.rise
instructed.
Manipulatioo Oledt - Situatioo Similarity
l) How serious do you feel the situation described in the scenario was?

D

not at all
serious

□

□

fairly
serious

□

serious

□

very
serious

extrerrely
serious

Irdeperdent Variable - ~ t Perfocnanoe
2)

To what extent do you feel the subordinate was a good performer in the situation?

D

terrible
perforner

□
poor

□

satisfactory
performer

perforner

□

□

OU ts tand i ng

good

perforner

perforner

Irdeperdent Variable - Present PerfoDIBIICe
3)

What performance reoamendation wo.ild you give the subordinate?

D

□

well belcw
sta.o oard

belcw
standard

□

continue
performance at
present level

□

□

above
standard

well above
standard

lndeperdent Variable - Emotiooality
4)

What type of enotional reaction to the feedback pertainin-;i to this scenario
you expect from the subordinate?

□

well belcw
average

□

□

below
average

average

□

above
average

oo

□

well above
average

Irdeperdent Variable - Ellotiooality
S)

Describe tXM you think your subordinate will feel about aoo will respond to the
feedback you are to give by circling one word of each pair given below.

umappy
defensive
hurt
an-;iry
disappointed

happy
friendly
pleased
elated
j(¥ful

lndeperdent Variable - Won Bisttxy
6)

How

wo.ild you rate the subordinate's past perforrnanoe reoord?

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

good

perforner

□

outs tand in-;i
perforner

Deperdent Variable - Distortim
7)

Listed below are five variations of feedback that can be given to the subordinate
Oloose the one that you feel is the m:ist apprcpriate for the subordinate in the
above scenario,

tJ

performanoe
terrible

□

performance

poor

□

performance
satisfactory

□

performance
good

□

performance
rut.standing
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()Jestionnaire - Contirued

Deperdent Variable - Distortiai
In yo.tr personal opinion of what sho..ild be done, please rate the following actions
in relation to the above scenario on the following five-point scale by writing the
appropriate runtier en the oorresponding line.

1
very
inappropriate
8)

9)
10)

11 l
12)

13)
14)

15)
16)

2

3

inappropriate

adequate

4

5

appropriate

very
appropriate

Reo:rmend termination
Initiate I.R.I.S. investigaticn
Reprimand orally (In-hOJse)
Provide ca.mseling and training (IrHioose)
No action
Encwrage to try harder in future (In-hC1.1Se)
O::rmend orally (In-hOJse)
Official written camendation
Reo:rmend prCJ1Dtion

Deperdent Variable - Delay
When wruld yo..t provide feedback on this situaticn to the subordinate?

17)

D
imnediately

□

within
2-3 days
a, incident

□

within a,e
week of
incident

□

within two
weeks of
incident

□
later than

two weeks

Deperdent Variable - Delay
18) The need to provide feedback to the subordinate regarding the above described
situation is?

□

□

needed

uninportant

not

□

slightly
inportant

□

□

inportant

urgent

Deperdent Variable - Attrih.tticn
To what extent do yru feel that the subordinate was responsible for the performance described in the situation?

19)

□

totally not
responsible

□

slightly
responsible

□

IIOderately
responsible

D
responsible

□

very nuch
responsible

Deperdent Variable - Attrih.tticn
20) In general, how inportant do yru feel the suborclinate's personal characteristics
(such as ability, attitudes, JTOOd, and so on) were as possible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?

□

extremely
uninportant

□
un inportant

□

IIOderately
inportant

□
inportant

□

extremely
illportant
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SCENARIO
positive present performance; negative work history;
negative emotionality

The following situation is one that has occurred in
your company and Firefighter Charles Pavlich, the

person

mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.

As the supervisor of

Pavlich you are asked to evaluate and respond to the
scenario after reading the situation and the additional information provided.

SITUATION

Station house 4 receives a call that a fire has broken
out in the Woodbrooke Apartment Complex.

At the scene of

the fire, Firefighter Charles Pavlich searches the second
floor apartment while performing a normal search.

He

discovers two small children hiding in a bedroom closet and
successfully gets them out of the apartment safely.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Firefighter Charles Pavlich has been in his present
position for five years and this is the first time he has
made a rescue of this nature.

Overall, Pavlich's perfor-

mance record shows that he has been a satisfactory performer
with sporadic incidents of poor performance.

In the past,

when provided with performance feedback Pavlich has reacted
quite emotionally to the point where the remainder of the
feedback session had to be postponed.
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QUfSTICHWJl:E
In regards to the just read scenario, please CXXTplete the follo,,ing questionnaire.
Please check the box that matches your response. Check one box only unless othen.-ise
instructed.

Manipilatim 0'8dt - Situatim Similarity
1) Ho,, serioos cJo you feel the situation described in the scenario was?

□

not at all
serirus

□

fairly
serio.JS

□

[j

serio.JS

very
serio.JS

extremely
serirus

Indeperdent Variable - ~ PerfODM.nCe
To what extent cJo you feel the subordinate was a goocl perforrrer in the situation?

2)

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor

perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

goocJ
perforner

□

ootstandirr;i
perforner

Indeperdent Variable - Present Perfomanoe
What performance reoamenclation wo.ild you give the subordinate?

3)

□

[j

[j

[j

□

well belcw
stanclard

belait
standard

continue
perfoiiMnce at
present level

above
stanclard

well above
stanclard

tndeperdent Variable - llllotionality
What type of enotional reaction to the feeclback pertainin;i to this scenario cJo
yoo expect from the subordinate?

4)

□

well belcw
average

□

belcw
average

□
average

□

above

average

□

well above
average

Independent Variable - l'aotianality
5) Describe hew you think your suborclinate will feel atn.tt and will respond to the
feeclback yo.i are to give by circling one word of each pair given belcw.

umappy
defensive
hurt
an;iry
disappoint.eel

happy
frienclly
pleased
elatecl
j(¥ful

lndeperdent variable - WOdt History
6) How would yoo rate the subordinate's past performance record?

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

goocJ
perforner

□

ruts tanc! irr;i
perforner

Deperdent Variable - Diatxrtial
.
.
7) Listecl belcw are five variations of feeclback that can be given to the subordinate
Oioose the one that yoo feel is the nost apprq:,riate for the subordinate in the
above scenario.

tJ

performance
terrible

□

performance

poor

□

performance
satisfactory

□

performance
goocJ

□

performance
o.itstanding
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()Jestionnaire - Contirued
Dependent Variable - Distortiai

In ycur ~rsonal opinion of what should be done, please rate the fol101,,1ing actions
in relation to the above scenario on the follcwing five-point scale by writing the
appropriate n.mtier oo the oorresponding line.

1
very
inappropriate
8)

9)
10)
11)

12)
13)

14)

15)
16)

2

3

inappropriate

adequate

4

5

appropriate

very
appropriate

Reo::mrend termination
Initiate I.R.I.S. investigatioo
Reprimand orally (In-house)
Provide co.mseling and training (IrHlcuse)
No action
Enccurage to try harder in future (In-hcuse)
Ccmrend orally (In-house)
Official written c:crnmendation
Reo::mrend prCJTOtion

Dependent Variable - Delay
17)

When wo.ald ycu provide feedback on this situation to the subordinate?

□

□ ·

within
2-3 days
oo incident

inmediately

□

within cne
week of
incident

□

within two
weeks of
incident

□
later than
two

weeks

Dependent Variable - Delay
18) The need to provide feedback to the subordinate regarding the above described
situation is?

□

□

not
needed

, . uninportant

□

slightly
inportant

□

□

inportant

urgent

Dependent Variable - Attrihltion
To what extent do ycu feel that the subordinate was responsible for the perfo~

19)

ance described in the situation?

□

totally not
responsible

□

slightly
responsible

□

noderately
responsible

□
responsible

□

very nuch
responsible

Dependent Variable - AttribJtion
20) In general, hew inportant do you feel the subordinate's personal characteristics
(sud\ as ability, attitudes, nood, and so on) were as possible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?

□

extremely
uninportant

□
uninportant

□

noderately
inportant

□
inportant

□

extremely
inportant
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SCENARIO
negative present performance; negative work history;
negative emotionality

The following situation is one that has occurred in
your company and Firefighter Ralph Lanler, the person mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.

As the supervisor of

Lanler you are asked to evaluate and respond to the scenario
after reading the situation and the additional information
provided.

SITUATION
While on duty at the station house, Firefighter Ralph
Lanler was ordered to roll up a fire hose.

At the end of

the shift, you as Ralph's direct supervisor, discover that
the hose has not been rolled up as agreed.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Firefighter Ralph Lanler has been in his present position for five years and this is the second time in the last
15 months that he has failed to perform an agreed upon
order.

Overall, Lanler's performance record shows that he

has been a satisfactory performer with sporadic incidents of
poor performance.

In the past, when provided with perfor-

mance feedback he has reacted quite emotionally about
receiving information on his performance to the point where
the remainder of the feedback session had to be postponed.
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QU&sTICffiAmE
In regards to the just read scenario, please conplete the follo,.,ing questionnaire.
Please check the box that matches yo.ir response. Oleck one box only unless otherwise
instructed.

Manipulation Chedt - Situation Similarity
1) Ho,., serious do yo.i feel the situation described in the scenario was?

□

not at all
serious

□

fairly
serious

□

very

seriws

seriws

t:1

t:1

extrerrely
seria.is

Indeperdent Variable - Present Perfor:mance
2)

To what extent do yo.i feel the subordinate was a good perforner in the situation?

□

terrible
perfonrer

□

□

poor

satisfactory
perfonrer

perfonrer

□

□

OU ts tancl irg

good

perfonrer

perfonrer

Indeperdent Variable - Present Perfoaaance
3)

What performanoe reccmrendation loO.lld yo.i give the subordinate?

□
well below
standard

□

□

continue
performance at
present level

belo,.,
standard

t:J

t:J

above
standard

well above
standard

Indeperdent Variable - l!IIDtiooality
4)

What type of Ell'Otional reaction to the feedback pertainirg to this scenario do
you expect from the subordinate?

□

well below
average

□

below
average

□

above

average

awrage

□

□

well above
average

Indeperdent Variable - EIIDl:iooality
Describe oo., you think ywr subordinate will feel about and will respond to the

S)

feedback you are to give by circling one 1o0rd of each pair given below.
unhappy
defensive
hurt
argry
disappointed

happy
friendly
pleased
elated
joyful

Indeperdent Variable - Wort Hiatcey

6)

How loO.lld yw rate the subordinate's past performanoe reoord?

D
terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

good

perforner

□

ruts taro ing

perforner

Deperdent Variable - Dist:orticri
7)

Listed belo,., are five variations of feedback that can be given to the subordinate
OlOose the one that you feel is the nost apprcpriate for the subordinate in the
above scenario,

tJ

performanoe
terrible

□

performanoe

poor

□

performance
satisfactory

□

performance
good

□

performance
rutstanding
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Questionnaire - Contirued
Dependent Variable - Distortion
In yOJr personal opinion of what shOJld be done, please rate the following actions
in relation to the alx>ve scenario on the follc:Ming five-point scale by writing the
appropriate rumber a, the rorresponcling line.

l
very
inappropriate
8)

9)
10)
11)

12)

13)
14)

15)
16)

2

3

inappropriate

adequate

4

5

appropriate

very
appropriate

Recx:mrend termination
Initiate I.R.I.S. in1.1estigation
Reprimand orally (In-hOJse)
Provide ca.mseling and training (In-hOJse)
No action
Enca.irage to try harder in future (In-hcuse)
COTmend orally (In-hOJse)
Official written camendation
Recx:mrend prarotion

Dependent Variable - Delay
17) When WOJld you provide feedback on this situation to the subordinate?

□
i.Imediately

□

within
2-3 days
cri incident

□

within cne
week of
incident

□

within two
weeks of
incident

□
later than
two

weeks

Dependent Variable - Delay
18) The need to provide feedback to the sulx>rdinate regarding the alx>ve described
situation is?

□

not
needed

□
un inportant

□

slightly
inportant

□

□

inportant

urgent

Dependent Variable - Attrib.Jticri
To what extent do you feel that the subordinate was responsible for the perfo~
ance described in the situation?

19)

Cl

totally not
respoMible

□

slightly
respoMible

□

noderately
respoMible

□
responsible

□

very Rl.lch
responsible

Dependent Variable - Attrib.Jtiat
20) In general, hc:M inportant do you feel the subordinate's personal characteristics
(sudl as ability, attitudes, nood, and so on) were as possible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?

□

extrerrely
unirrportant

□
uninportant

□

noderately
inportant

□
inportant

□

extrerrely
inportant
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SCENARIO
positive present performance; negative work history;
positive emotionality

The following situation is one that has occurred in
your company and Enginee~ Jerome Johnson, the person mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.

As the supervisor of

Johnson you are asked to evaluate and respond to the
scenario after reading the situation and the additional information provided.

SITUATION
Two days ago, two small children never returned home
from school in the afternoon.

As area agencies gather to

establish a search they ask for volunteers.

Jerome Johnson,

your Engineer, volunteers to organize a group of off-duty
fire personnel to conduct a search of the area woods.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
,

.

Engineer Jerome Johnson has been in his present position for five years and this is the first time he has done
any volunteer work as a representative of the fire department.

Overall, Johnson's performance record shows that he

has been a satisfactory
of poor performance.

performer with sporadic incidents

In the past, when provided with per-

formance feedback he has been receptive and calm in reaction
to the performance information.
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QU&STICNW:RE
In regards to the just read scenario, please OC11plete the following questionnaire.
Please ched< the box that matches yoJr response. Oieck one box only unless otherwise
instructed.
Manipilation Oiedc. - Situation Similarity
1) How serious do z'O.l feel the situation described in the scenario was?

□

not at all
seriws

□

□

fairly
serious

seri0.JS

tj

tj

very
seriaJS

extremely
serious

Irdeperdent Variable - Present Performance
To what extent do z'O.l feel the subordinate was a good performer in the situation?

2)

D

terrible
performer

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
performer

□

□

good

performer

outstandi~
performer

Indeperdent Variable - Present PerfoDBnee
What performance recc:mrendation wwld z'O.l give the subordinate?

3)

□
well bela,,
standard

tj

tj

□

continue
performMce at
present level

bela,,
standard

above
standard

well above
standard

Indeperdent Variable - Bactionality
What type of arotional reaction to the feedback pertaini~ to this scenario
ya.i expect from the subordinate?

4)

□

well bela,,
average

□

□

below
average

□

above
average

oo

□

well above
average

Irdeperdent Variable - l'lnotionality
Describe how z'O.l think yoJr subordinate will feel about and will respond to the
feedback you are to give by circling one word of each pair given bela,,.

5)

umappy
defensive

hurt
angry
disappointed

happy
friendly
pleased
elated
j(¥ful

Indeperdent Variable - Wert History
6) Hew wwld z'O.l rate the subordinate's past performance record?

D

terrible
performer

□

poor
perfornr

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

good

perforner

□

outstandi~
performer

Oeperdent Variable - Disb'.lrtim
7) Listed below are five variations of feedback that can be given to the subordinate
Oioose the one that ya.i feel is the l106t apprc:priate for the subordinate in the
above scenario.

tJ

performance
terrible

□

performance

poor

□

performance
satisfactory

□

performance
good

□

performance
wtstanding
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C>Jestionnaire - Contirued
Oeperdent Variable - Distortial
In yoor personal opinion of what should be done, please rate the foll~irg actions
in relation to the above scenario on the foll~ing five-point scale by writing the
appropriate runtier on the oorresponcling line.
l

very
inappropriate
8)
9)
10)
11)

12)
13)
14)

15)
16)

2

inappropriate

3

4

adequate

appropriate

5
very

appropriate

Recarmencl termination
Initiate I.R.I.S. investigation
Reprimand orally (In-house)
Provide co.mseling and training (In-hruse)
No action
EncOJrage to try harder in future (In-haJSe)
Q:mrencl orally (In-hoose)
Official written ccmrendation
Recarmencl prarotion

Oeperdent Variable - Delay
When wo.ild }'OJ provide feedback on this situation to the subordinate?

17)

□

□

within

2-3 days
on incident

□

within a,e
week of
incident

□·

within two
weeks of
incident

□
later than
two weeks

Deperdent Variable - Delay
18) The need to provide feedback to the subordinate regarding the above described
situation is?

D
not

needed

□
uninportant

□

slightly
inportant

□

□

inportant

urgent

Deperdent Variable - AttrihJtiat
To what extent do yw feel that the sulxm:Hnate was responsible for the perfo~
ance described in the situation?

19)

Cl

totally not
responsible

□

slightly
responsible

D

noderately
responsible

D
responsible

□

very nuch
responsible

Deperdent Variable - AttrihJtiat
20) In general, h~ inportant do yw feel the suborclinate's personal characteristics
(sud'! as ability, attitudes, nood, and so on) were as possible ca.JSeS of the
behavior in the scenario?

□

extremely
uninportant

□
uninportant

□

ll'Oderately
inportant

□
inportant

□

extremely
inportant
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QUESTIOfiAIRE

l)

B

D::> you provide regular cpportuni ties to talk over problem. or revie,,ing progress

tc,.,ard achievirg performance objectives?

□

alnost
always

2)

□

□

□

sonetimes

infrequently

seldom

D::> you carefully define perfoananoe objectives for subordinates in rreasurable and
observable terms?

□

alnost
always
3)

□
frequently

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetimes

infrequently

seldom

D::> you base your performance evaluations en behaviors which are both observable and

rreasurable?

□

alnost
always
4)

□

I):)

□

□

frequently

sonetimes

infrequently

seldom

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetimes

infrequently

seldom

you relate your feedback to specific exarrples of your subordinates' performance?

□

alnost
always
6)

□

When oonducting performance reviews, do- you share documented observations with your
subordinates?
alnost
always

S)

□

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetines

infrequently

seldom

Are your subordinates informed as to the reasons for actions to be taken?

□

alnost
always

□

□

□

frequently

sonet1mes

infrequently

□
seldom
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Ou~stionnaire B - Contiruec!

7)

Do yru base the appraisal of yrur sul:x:>rdinates' performance on the entire appraisal

period, not just the recent past?

D

alm:>st
always
8)

□

□

□

frequently

sometines

infrequently

seldcm

Do yai consider each

□

alm::>st
always
9)

□

area of ywr sul:x:>rdinates' responsibilities independently?

□

□

□

□

frequently

sometimes

infrequently

seldcm

Do yru encourage yrur sul:x:>rdinate to actively participate in their performance
reviews?

□

alm:>st
always

10)

D

D

D

frequently

sometines

infrequently

D
seldcm

yo.i ccrrplete periodical performance checks to see if yo.ir subordi.nates are
fulfilling their objectives?

Do

□

alm::>st
always

□

□

□

frequently

sometines

infrequently

□
seldcm

APPENDIX B

ORLANDO FIRE DEPARTMENT
PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE
FORM B*

*For explanatory purposes the scenarios and questionnaire items
are labelled. Please note that participants were not given this
information.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Your input is needed to evaluate the performance appraisal
process in the following two-part questionnaire.
Part one of the questionnaire consists of four scenarios

with the same set of questions attached to each scenario.
The scenarios deal with a fire incident involving a direct
subordinate whose performance you must evaluate.

The ques-

tions following each scenario deal with your evaluation of
performance and how you would give feedback to the subordinate.

Unless otherwise explained, the directions are to

mark the box on a five-point rating scale that corresponds
closest to your response.
Part two of the questionnaire asks for your opinions on the
performance evaluation and feedback process in general.
Here again, unless otherwise noted, you are to mark the box
that most closely responds to your answer for each question.
Before beginning please complete the consent form on the
next page.
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CONSENT FORM

I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , volunteer to participate in a study which looks at the effects of individuals
and their performance on the feedback process currently being
conducted by Gerald Schoenfeld, masters candidate in Industrial/Organizational Psychology at the University of Central
Florida, Orlando, FL.

I understand that, this information will be used in part to
provide needed background information and quantitative supported for the performance appraisal training currently being
formulated by the Orlando Fire Department.

I further consent

to the use my results in any publication of the study under
the assurance that my test scores will remain both anonymous
and confidential.

I understand that my participation is

purely voluntary and if I choose to participate I realize
that I may terminate my participation at any time without
prejudice or penalty.

Date

Signature
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DEMJGRAPHIC3

Please d1eck the box that matd1es ycur response.
A.

B.

c.

What is your current position?
1.

Deputy 01ief

2.

Assistant Chief

3.

Captain

4.

Lieutenant

□
□
□
□

Which range of time best represents ycur overall length of service
with this conpany?
1.

0 - 3 years

2.

4 - 6 years

3.

7 - 10 years

4.

11 - 13 years

s.

14 - 16 years

6.

17 - 20 years

7.

21 - 24 years

8.

25 or nore years

□
0
□
□
□
□
□
□

Which range of time best represents yoor length of service in
ycur current pcsition?
1.

0 - 11 nonths

2.

1 - 3 years

3.

4 - 6 years

4.

7 - 10 years

s.

11 or nore years

□
□
□
□
□
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Derrographics - Continued

D.

E.

HCM many direct subordinate's performance evaluations are yoo responsible
for conducting?

1 evaluations

□

1.

0

2.

2 - 3 evaluations

3.

4 - 5 evaluations

[]
[]

4.

6 - 7 evaluations

Cl

s.

8 - 9 evaluations

6.

10 or rrore evaluations

□
□

Which division are yoo currently assigned to?
1.

A Shift

2.

B Shift

3.

C Shift

□
□
□
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SCENARIO
negative present performance; positive work history;
positive emotionality

The following situation is one that has occurred in
your company and Engineer Frank Reynolds, the person mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.

As the supervisor of

Reynolds you are asked to evaluate and respond to the
scenario after reading the situation and the additional information provided.

SITUATION
While on shift, Engineer Frank Reynolds participated in
a large working fire.

After his extended call the equipment

was checked and everything was in proper condition.

How-

ever, the Engineer on the next shift, Richard Phillips, upon
inspection discove~ed that the pumper had only a 1/4 tank of
fuel in it.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Engineer Frank Reynolds has been in his present
position for five years and this is the first time he · has
left his shift without the proper fuel level in his pumper.
Overall, Reynolds' performance record shows him to be a good
performer whose work has been generally error free.

In the

past, when provided with performance feedback he has been
receptive and calm in reaction to the performance information.
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OUESTicmAm:
In regards to the just read scenario, please catplete the follo.ring questionnaire.
Please check the box that matches your response. Oieck one box only unless otherwise
instructed.
Manipulatiai O,eck - Situatiai Siailarity
1) Ho.r serious do you feel the situation described in the scenario was?

□

not at all
serious

□

fairly
seriaJS

Cl

Cl

Cl

serirus

very
serious

extrenely
serious

Indeperdent Variable - Present Performance
2)

To what extent do you feel the subordinate was a good perforner in the situation?

D

terrible
perforner

□

□

poor
perforner

satisfactory
perforner

□

□

good

perforner

outstanding
perforner

Indeperdent Variable - Present PerfoDBnCJe
3)

What performance rea:mnendation would you give the subordinate?

□
well belo.r
standard

Cl

Cl

belo.t

continue
perfol'lMnce at
present level

standard

0

Cl
above
standard

well above
standard

l ~ t Variable - 1!110timal.1ty
4)

What type of 8l'Otional reaction to the feedback pertaining to this scenario do
you expect from the subordinate?

□

well belo.r
average

□

0

belCM
average

average

□

above
average

□

well above
average

Irdeperdent Variable - !Dotimality
5)

Describe how you think your subordinate will feel about and will respond to the
feedback you are to give ~ circling one word of each pair given belCM.
unhappy
defensive
hurt
angry
disappointed

happy
friendly
pleased
elated
joyful

l~rdent Variable - Norll Bistxxy

6)

Ho., would you rate the subordinate's past performance reoord?

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

good

perforner

□

outstanding
perforner

Deperdent Variable - Distxrtiat
7)

Listed belo.r are five variations of feedback that can be given to the subordinate
Otoase the one that you feel is the nost apprc:priate for the subordinate in the
above scenario.

tJ

performance
terrible

□

performance
poor

□

performance
satisfactory

□

performance
good

□

performance
o.itstanding
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().Jestionnaire - Contirued

Deperdent Variable - Distortion
In your personal qiinion of what shoulcl be done, please rate the following actions
in relation to the aoove scenario on the following five-point scale by writing the
apprqiriate l"Ul1tler on the cx:>rresponcling line.

1
very
inapprqiriate
8)

9)
10)

11)

12)
13)

14)

15)
16)

2

3

inapprqiriate

adequate

4

5

apprqiriate

very
apprqiriate

Reo:mrencl termination
Initiate I.R.I.S. investigation
ReprirMncl orally (In-house)
Provicle counseling ancl training (IrH'louse)
No action
Encourage to try harcler in future (IrH'louse)
Ccmnencl orally (In-house)
Official written camenclation
Reo:mrencl prCJTOtion

Deperdent Variable - Delay
17) When woulcl you prc,,,icle feedback on this situation to the suoorclinate?

D
illlnediately

□

within
2-3 clays
era incident

□

within ooe
week of
incident

□

within two

later than

incident

two weeks

Deperdent Variable - Delay
18) The need to prc,,,ide feedback to the subordinate regarding the
situation is?

□

□

neecled

un inportant

not

□

slightly
inportant

□

weeks of

aoove

clescribed

□

□

inportant

urgent

Deperdent Variable -.Attril:altioo
To what extent oo you feel that the suoorclinate was responsible for the performance clescribecl in the situation?

19)

D

totally not
responsible

□

slightly
responsible

□

ll'Oderately
responsible

□
responsible

□

very nuch
responsible

Deperdent Variable - AttrihJtion
20) In general, how inportant oo you feel the suborclinate's personal characteristics
(such as ability, attitucles, lt'OOd, ancl so on) were as possible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?

□

extremely
uninportant

□
uninportant

□

ll'Oderately
inportant

□
inportant

□

extremely
inportant
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SCENARIO
positive present performance; positive work history;
negative emotionality

The following situation is one that has occurred in
your company and Firefighter Charles Pavlich, the

person

mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.

As the supervisor of

Pavlich you are asked to evaluate and respond to the
scenario after reading the situation and the additional information provided.

SITUATION

Station house 4 receives a call that a fire has broken
out in the Woodbrooke Apartment Complex.

At the scene of

the fire, Firefighter Charles Pavlich searches the second
floor apartment while performing a normal search.

He

discovers two small children hiding in a bedroom closet and
successfully gets them out of the apartment safely.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Firefighter Charles Pavlich has been in his present
position for five years and this is the first time he has
made a rescue of this nature.

Overall, Pavlich's perfor-

mance record shows him to be a good performer whose work has
been generally error free.

In the past, when provided with

performance feedback Pavlich has reacted quite emotionally
to the point where the remainder of the feedback session had
had to be postponed.
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OU'ESTicmAIM:
In regards to the just read scenario, please conplete the follc,.,ing questionnaire.
Please check the box that matches yo.ir response. Olecl<. one box only unless otherwise
instructed.
Mani?Jlation Oledt - Situation Similarity
l) He,., serious do yo.i feel the situation described in the scenario was?

□

not at all
seriws

□

fairly
seriOJS

□

□
seriOJS

□

very
seriws

extrerrely
seria.is

Indeperdent Variable - Present Perfocmance
2) To what extent do yo.i feel the subordinate was a good perforner in the situation?

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

□

good

perforner

OJtstanding
perforner

Indeperdent Variable - Present Perfomanoe
What performance reoamendation would you give the subordinate?

3)

□

□

well belc,.,

below
standard

standard

(j

(j

(j

continue
performance at
present level

above

standard

well above
standard

Irdepardent Variable - &iotimality
What type of erotional reaction to the feedback pertaining to this scenario do
ya.i expect from the subordinate?

4)

□

well below
average

□

below
average

□
average

(j
above
average

□

well above
average

Indeperdent Variable - P.Dlotimality
Describe row yo.i think yo.ir subordinate will feel about and will respond to the
feedback you are to give by circling one word of each pair given below.

5)

umappy
defensive
hurt
argry
disappointed

happy
friendly
pleased
elated
j(¥ful

tndeperdent Variable - WCrl History
6) How WOJld you rate the subordinate's past performance record?

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

good

perforner

□

outstanding
perforner

Deperdent Variable - Distortion
7) Listed below are five variations of feedback that can be given to the subordinate
Oloose the one that yw feel is the nost apprcpriate for the subordinate in the
above scenario.

tl

performance
terrible

□

pe rfoanance

poor

□

performance
satisfactory

□

performance
good

□

performance
wtstanding
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Questionnaire - ContinJed

Deperdent Variable - Distortiai
In ywr personal opinion of what should be done, please rate the followirr;i actions
in relation to the above scenario on the follc,.,ing five-point scale by writing the
appropriate l'l.JITOer oo the oorresponding line.
1
very
inappropriate
8)

9)
10)
11)

12)
13)
14 l
15)
16)

2

3

inappropriate

adequate

4

5

appropriate

very
appropriate

Recx:mnend termination
Initiate I.R.I.S. investigation
Repri.ll'and orally (In-hoose)
Provide ca.m.seling and training (IrHloose)
No action
EncOJrage to try harder in future (In--hwse)
Q:mrend orally (In-house)
Official written canrrendation
Recxrrrnend prarotion

Depen:tent Variable - Delay
When would yw provide feedback on this situation to the subordinate?

17)

D
imrediately

D
within
2-3 days
oo incident

D

within a,e
week of
incident

D
within two
weeks of
incident

D
later than
two weeks

Depen:tent Variable - Delay
The need to provide feedback to the subordinate regarding the above described
situation is?

18)

□

not
needed

□
uninportant

□

slightly
inportant

□

□

inportant

urgent

Depen:tent Variable - Attrirution
To what extent do yw feel that the subordinate was responsible for the performance described in the situation?

19)

D

totally not
responsible

□

slightly
responsible

D

l!Oderately
responsible

D
responsible

D

very nuch
responsible

Depen:tent Variable - At:trirutiai
20) In general, how int>Ortant do yw feel the subordinate's personal characteristics
(sudi as ability, attitudes, nr::od, and so on) were as pc:ssible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?

D

D

extremely
uninportant

uninportant

□

m:xlerately
inportant

□
inlx>rtant

□

extremely
inlx>rtant
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SCENARIO
positive present performance; positive work history;
positive emotionality

The following situation is one tha.t has occurred in
your company and Engineer Jerome Johnson, the person mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.

As the supervisor of

Johnson you are asked to evaluate and respond to the
scenario after reading the situation and the additional information provided.

SITUATION
Two days ago, two small children never returned home
from school in the afternoon.

As area agencies gather to

establish a search they ask for volunteers.

Jerome Johnson,

your Engineer, volunteers to organize a · group of off-duty
fire personnel to conduct a search of the area woods.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
,

.

Engineer Jerome Johnson has been in his present gosition for five years and has represe~ted the fire department
in volunteer activities in the past.

Overall, Johnson's

performance record shows him to be a good performer whose
work has been generally error free.

In the past, when

provided with performance feedback he has been receptive and
calm in reaction to the performance information.
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QmSnCNWRE
In regards to the just read scenario, please cx:inplete the follo,ling questionnaire.
Please check the box that 11111tches your response. Check one box only unless otherwise
instructed.

Mani.pilatia, Oledt - Situatia, Similarity
1) Hew serious oo you feel the situation described in the scenario was?

□

not at all
serious

□

fairly
serious

□

tl

seriws

tl

very
seriws

extrenely
seriws

Independent Variable - ~ t PerfODllill'IC9
To what extent c:lo you feel the subordinate was a good performer in the situation?

2)

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

□

good

perforner

outstandin:J
perforner

Indeperdent Variable - Present Perforamc:e
3) What performance reoamendation wcold you give the subordinate?

□

t:]

tl

t:]

□

well belew
standard

belew
standard

continue
perfornanoe at
present level

above
standard

well above
standard

Irdependent Variable - &llotiaiality
What type of El!Otional reaction to the feedback pertainin:J to this scenario
you expect from the subordinate?

4)

□

well belew
average

□

belo,,
average

□
average

□

above

average

oo

t:]
well above
average

Indeperdent Variable - EIIDtiaiality
Describe hew you think your subordinate will feel abcut and will respond to the
feedback yo.i are to give by circling one word of each pair given belew.

5)

umappy
defensive
hurt
41TJry
disappointed

happy
friendly
pleased
elated
joyful .

Ind41pendent Variable - worlt Bistxxy
Hew wo..ild you rate the subordinate'& past performance record?

6)

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perforner

□

good

perforner

□

a.its tand in:J
perforner

Dependent Variable - Distmticrl
7) Listed belew are five variations of feedback that can be given to the subordinate
Choose the one that you feel is the nest apprqiriate for the subordinate in the
above scenario.

tJ

performance
terrible

□

performance

poor

□

perfoDMnoe
satisfactory

□

performance
good

□

performance
outstanding
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Questionnaire - Contirued
Deperdent Variable - Diatorti.cri

In your personal opinion of what sho..ild be cbne, please rate the follo,,,irg actions
in relation to the above scenario on the foll01o1ing five-point scale by writing the
appropriate n.JJTber on the oorresponding line,
l

very
inappropriate
8)

9)
10)
11)

12)
13)

14)

15)
16)

2

3

inappropriate

adequate

4

5

appropriate

very
appropriate

Rea::mnend termination
Initiate I.R.I.S. investigation
Reprirtand orally (In-ho..ise)
Provide co.mseling and training (In--ho..tSe)
No action
Encwrage to try harder in future (In--ho..tSe)
cam-end orally (In-house)
Official written canrrendation
Rea::mnend prarotion

Deperdent Variable - Delay
17) When 'wOUld you provide feedback on this situation to the subordinate?

D
inmediately

□

within
2-3 days
on incident

□ ·

within

a,e

□

within two

week of

weeks of

incident

incident

□
later than
two weeks

Deperdent Variable - Delay
18) The need to provide feedback to the subordinate regarding the above described
situation is?

□

not
needed

□
uninportant

□

slightly
inportant

□

□

inportant

urgent

Deperdent Variable - Attrirutim
19) To what extent do you feel that the subordinate was responsible for the performance described in the situation?

Cl

totally not
responsible

Cl

slightly
responsible

Cl

noderately
responsible

Cl
responsible

Cl

very nuch
responsible

Oeperdent Variable - Attrirutim
20) In general, ho,,, inportant do you feel the subordinate'& personal characteristics
(such as ability, attitudes, IICOd, and so on) were as possible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?

Cl

extremely
unirrportant

□
un irrportant

□

rroderately
inportant

□
irrportant

□

extremely
irrportant
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SCENARIO
negative present performance; positive work history;
negative emotionality

The following situation is one that has occurred in
your company and Firefighter Ralph Lanler, the person mentioned in the situation description, is a subordinate for
whom you are directly responsible.

As the supervisor of

Lanler you are asked to evaluate and respond to the scenario
after reading the situation and the additional information
provided.

SITUATION

While on duty at the station house, Firefighter Ralph
Lanler was ordered to roll up a fire hose.

At the end of

the shift, you as Ralph's direct supervisor, discover that
the hose has not been rolled up as agreed.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Firefighter Ralph Lanler has been in his present position for five years and this is the first time he has failed
to perform an agreed upon order.

Overall, Lanler's perfor-

mance in other tasks has been generally error free.

In the

past, when provided with performance feedback he has reacted
quite emotionally about receiving information on his performance to the point where the remainder of the feedback session had to be postponed.
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QU&STICNWRE
In regards to the just read scen11rio, please ~lete the following questionnaire.
Please check the · box that 11111tches your response. Oleck one box only unless otherwise
instructed.

Manip.1lation OleClt - Situation Similarity
1) How serious do you feel the situation described in the scenario was?

D

not at all
seriws

□

fairly
serious

□

D

sericus

D

very
serious

extremely
seriws

Indeperdent Variable - Present Performance
2) To what extent do you feel the subordinate was a good perfornier in the situation?

D

terrible
perfonrer

□

poor
perfonrer

□

satisfactory
perfonrer

□

□

OJ ts tand ing

good

perfonrer

perfonrer

Indeperdent Variable - Present Perfoaaance
What perfor11111noe recameooation would you give the subordinate?

3)

Cl

D

well below
staooard

standard

below

D

continue
performance at
present level

D

D

above
standard

well above
standard

Independent Variable - &motionality
4) What type of enotional reaction to the feedbllck pertaining to this scenario do
ycu expect from the subordin11te?

D
well below
average

□

below
awrage

□

Cl

D

above

average

average

well above
average

Irdeperdent Variable - fDotionallty
Describe oow you think your subordinate will feel alx:,Jt and will respond to the
feedbllck you are to give ~ circling one word of each pair given below,

S)

umappy
defensive
hurt
angry
disappointed

happy
frieooly
pleased
elated
j(¥ful

tnc,.perdent Variable - lUtt Riatoey
How would you rate the subordinate's past performance rerord?

6)

D

terrible
perforner

□

poor
perforner

□

satisfactory
perfonrer

□

good

perforner

□

ruts tand ing
perforner

Deperdent Variable - Distortion
7) Listed below are five variations of feedback that can be given to the subordinate
Oloose the one that ycu feel is the 110St apprc:priate for the subordinate in the
above scenario.

tJ

performance
terrible

□

perfor11111noe

poor

□

performance
satisfactory

□

performance
good

□

performance
cutstanding
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Questionnaire - Contirued
Deperdent Variable - Distortion
In yo..ir personal opinion of what should be done, please rate the followirg actions
in relation to the !lbove scenario on the following five-point scale by writing the
appropriate n..uroer oo the correspondirg line.
1
very
inappropriate
8)

9)
10)

11)
12)
13)

14 l
15)
16)

2

3

inappropriate

adequate

4

5

appropriate

very
appropriate

Recx::rrrnend termination
Initiate I.R.I.S, investigation
Reprimand orally (In-house)
Provide co.mseling and trainin;i (In--hruse)
No action
Encrurage to try harder in future (In--hruse)
Ccmreoo orally (In-house)
Official written canrrendation
Recx:mrend prarotion

Dependent Variable - Delay
When wculd you provide feedback on this situation to the subordinate?

17)

□
imnediately

□

within
2-3 days
a, incident

□

within two

week of

weeks of

incident

incident

within ooe

□

□
later than
two weeks

Dependent Variable - Delay
18) The need to provide feedback to the subordinate regardirg the above described

situation is?

D

not
needed

□
uninportant

□

slightly
inportant

□

□

inportant

urgent

Dependent Variable - Att.ritutioo
19) To what extent do you feel that the subordinate was responsible for the perfo~
ance described in the situation?

□

totally not
responsible

□

slightly
responsible

□

noderately
responsible

□
responsible

□

very nuch
responsible

Dependent Variable - Att.ritutioo
20) In general, how inportant do you feel the subordinate's personal characteristics
(such as ability, attitudes, nood, and so on) were as possible causes of the
behavior in the scenario?

D

extremely
uninportant

□
uninportant

□

IIOderately
inportant

□
inportant

□

extrenely
inportant
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QUESTIOfiAIRE

1)

yOJ provide regular q>portunities to talk over problem; or reviewing progress
tOoiarcl achievirg performanoe objectives?

Oo

□

alnost
always

2)

□

sonetiJres

infrequently

seldom

□

□

□

□

always

sorretiJres

infrequently

seldom

and

Oo yOJ base your performance evaluations en behaviors which are both observable and
reasurable?

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetines

infrequently

seldom

When conductirg performance reviews, do
subordinates?

□

alnost
always
Oo

yOJ

share docultented observations with yo.ir

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetines

infrequently

seldom

yo.i relate yOJr feedback to specific exarrples of yo.ir subordinates' performanoe?

□

alnost
always
6)

□

frequently

□

5)

□

□

alnost
always
4)

□
frequently

Oo yOJ carefully define performanoe objectives for subordinates in reasurable
observable terms?

alnost

3)

B

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetines

infrequently

seldom

Are yo.ir subordinates inforned as to the reasons for actions to be taken?

□

alnost
always

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetines

infrequently

seldom
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Questionnaire B - Contirued

7)

Do ya; base the appraisal of ya.ir subordinates' performance on the entire appraisal

period, not just the recent past?

□

al.nost
always
8)

□

□

□

sometines

infrequently

seldan

Do yo.i consider each area of yo.ir subordinates' responsibilities irrlepeooently?

□

alrrost
always
9)

□
frequently

□

□

□

□

frequently

sometines

infrequently

seldan

Do ya; encourage yo.ir subordinate

to actively participate in their performance

reviews?

□

a1rrost
always
10)

□

□

□

□

frequently

sonetines

infrequently

seldan

Do yo.i ccrtplete periodical performance checks

to see if yo.ir subordinates are

fulfilling their objectives?

□

a1rrost
always

□

□

□

□

frequently

satl:!t ines

infrequently

seldcln

APPENDIX C
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QUESTI<mAIRE B RESPC.R;E mroumcrIB

1)

you provide regular cpportunities to talk over problems or reviewing progress
toward achieving performance objectives?

Do

6

almcst
always
2)

infrequently

seldom

30

frequently

16
sanetimes

2

infrequently

1

seldom

26

8

frequently

sanetimes

1

infrequently

2

seldan

When conducting performance reviews, do yoo share docurrented observations with your
suoordinates?
12
almcst
always

19

21

frequently

sanetimes

2

infrequently

0

seldan

Do you relate your feedback to specific examples of your suoordinates' performance?

16
almost
always
6)

sanetimes

0

Do you base your performance evaluations on behaviors which are both observable and
measurable?

19
almcst
always

5)

frequently

2

you carefully define performance objectives for suoordinates in rreasurable and
ol::servable terms?
5

4)

15

Do

almcst
always
3)

31

24

13

frequently

sorret irres

1

infrequently

0

seldom

Are your suoordinates infonred as to the reasons for actions to be taken?

41
alm::st
always

10

3

frequently

sanetimes

0

infrequently

0

seldan
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Questionnaire B Response Frequencies - Continued

7)

you base the appraisal of your subordinates' perfonnance on the entire appraisal
period, not just the recent past?

Do

43
almcst
always

8)

Do

1

0

sanetimes

infrequently

seldan

16

3

1

0

frequently

sometimes

infrequently

seldom

you encourage your subordinate to actively participate in their perfonnance
reviews?

Do

31
al.nost
always
10)

frequently

1

you consider each area of your subordinates' responsibilities independently?

34
al.nost
always
9)

9

15

7

1

0

frequently

sometimes

infrequently

seldom

you canplete periodical performance checks to see if your subordinates are
fulfilling their objectives?

Do

12
al.nost
always

28

9

3

2

frequently

sometimes

infrequently

seldom
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